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In Alabama, there has been a significant E. coli pollution
problem in water sources due to an overabundant feral hog
population. A study tested the impacts these feral hogs have
on the water quality and found that in treatment watersheds,
the values of E.coli were up to 40 times greater than the
reference watershed due to fecal material (Bolds et al., 2021).
This is an obvious threat to entire populations that have their
water sources contaminated by hogs.
One solution to this problem may be the use of silver
nanoparticles, which are well known for their antimicrobial
properties. Silver ions liberated by them can enter the cells
through pores in the membrane, damaging proteins and DNA,
disrupting the functioning of the cell, and resulting in cell death
(Liao et al., 2019). For silver nanoparticles to function, they first
need to be anchored to other structures to control the release and
long-term use of these silver ions. Nanocellulose-based
hydrogels are an attractive alternative as they can be used as
reactants for synthesis while serving as an anchoring structure.
Cellulose nanofibrils are attractive due to their morphology,
high surface area, low density, and sustainable sourcing.
Cellulose can form hydrogel structures which can be used as
scaffolds for synthesizing silver nanoparticles. To form them,
premade nanocellulose spheres are immersed into Tollens’
reagent where the hydroxyl and carboxyl groups in cellulose
fibers interact with the silver ammonium oxidizing to aldehyde
groups. Silver interacts with these fibers, building silver seeds
and, once heated, crystallizes to form silver nanoparticles (Wu
et al., 2014).

Characterization using Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy
(Figure 1) showed a change in the carbon hydrogen-bond due to
aldehyde formation. There is also a decrease in carboxyl groups
as they are used during the reaction.

Figure 1. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy of Four

Materials
Scanning electron microscopy (Figure 2-5) showed an increase
in rugosity in the presence of silver nanoparticles, inferring that
the higher presence in soybean-spheres might be caused by the
additional components such as pectin.

The objectives of this project were to generate silver
nanoparticles using nanocellulose spheres from different raw
materials as scaffolds and test their efficiency at inhibiting
E.coli growth. Two common raw materials, wood and soybean
hulls, were chosen to determine which has the best-reducing
capacity.
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Figure 2. Scanning Electron Microscopy Wood with Silver
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efficacy with silver nanoparticles. Silver nanoparticles in the
soybean spheres seem to have greater efficacy than wood.
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Figure 3. Scanning Electron Microscopy Wood without Silver
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Figure 6. Comparison of Antimicrobial Efficacy in Wood and
Soybean Spheres with and without Silver Nanoparticles
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Figure 4. Scanning Electron Microscopy Soybean with Silver. During this project, Brieanne has developed a method to
produce nanocellulose-based hydrogel beads and decorated
them with silver nanoparticles for reducing E. coli content in
water. This work advances our understanding of this system so
we can move forward with field trials that has great potential
for alleviate environmental concerns related to the bacterial
contamination in water bodies.
-Maria Soledad Peresin, College of Forestry and Wildlife
Sciences
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